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Can the fruit-flies from your kitchen teach us why we age? 
Grigorios Georgolopoulos 

Growing old seems like a natural course of the human life cycle, however, senile individuals are 

rarely found among wild animals. And despite ageing being a nearly universal phenomenon 

across nature, there are notable exceptions with organisms which are considered practically 

immortal. Although recent advances in biology explain the mechanisms that lead to ageing, the 

question 'why do we age' is yet to be answered. When organisms grow old, they become less able 

to perform trivial yet important to survival tasks such as mating, searching for food, evading 

predators, etc. This gradual performance decline with age, and decreased probability in 

reproducing eventually, is what define ageing. But since evolution through natural selection 

works towards making better individuals at these tasks, why is then ageing allowed? One of the 

proposed theories suggests that organisms are called to divide the finite amount of resources 

available between their reproductive efforts and the maintenance of their bodies. Since 

organisms eventually die due to external factors such as predation, accidents, etc., it is not 

profitable to spend all your resources to keep your body in perfect shape, and so, accumulated 

internal damage leads to ageing.  

One way, however, to decrease your internal damage rate and subsequently increase your 

survival chances is by lowering the quality of your food. This 'dietary restriction' results in 

increased survival, but reduced reproduction in the organisms applied and it has been recorded in 

very different organisms, meaning that this mechanism is selected by nature. An explanation for 

this rather counterintuitive phenomenon is developed within the evolutionary theory of ageing 

described above: when food becomes scarce, organisms stop spending resources in reproduction, 

and instead they invest in body maintenance, so to survive these harsh times until the conditions 

become favorable again for leaving offspring. If this scenario is true, we hypothesize that in a 

case where food shortage persists for a lot of generations, when an individual which does not 

suppress reproduction in favor of survival appears, will very easily prevail in the population by 

leaving more offspring, which will inherit this trait, than the rest of the individuals in the 

population. 

In order to test for this hypothesis, I experimented with populations of the Drosophila 

melanogaster fruit-fly that have been evolving for many generations under three different diets. 

One that simulates dietary restriction, a normal diet, and one rich in nutrients. I took female flies 

from each population and I measured their survival and the number of eggs produced under each 

of the three diets. In general, results reveal that flies tested on different diets show different 

survival patterns depending on the diet they have been evolving and tested on but they do not 

exhibit any differences in lifetime production of eggs, contrary to the theory. However, flies that 

have been evolving with poor diet, they produce more eggs early in life. These results suggest 

that the reallocation of resources between survival and reproduction does not always apply, a 

conclusion supported by other studies too. Instead, evolution under a harsher environment, such 

as dietary restriction, might lead to selection of more robust individuals with higher fitness early 

in life, without sacrificing their survival. 


